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                                                   Abstract 

 

The Cuban Missile Crisis has been considered by political scientists and historians as one of 

the most critical point in U.S. – Soviet relations during the Cold War and probably the only 

case of the possibility of the nuclear exchange was on highest level. The Cuban Missile Crisis 

was considered to be a part of continued political game of the ideological struggle between 

the leaders of United States and Soviet Union. However, the fact of the existence of Soviet 

nuclear missiles in Cuba created situation for U.S. government to decide what course of 

actions should be taken and not escalate a further confrontation, which could lead to a mutual 

nuclear exchange. The suggestions to such course of actions were coming from different 

members of the Executive Committee of the National Council or EXCOMM, which did make 

impact on U.S. president’s decision making in relation to Soviet installation of nuclear 

missiles in Cuba in October 1962.  The focus of this study relied on outcome of the decisions 

taken on secret meetings within the Executive Committee of the National Security Council or 

EXCOMM (included U.S. president as member of this committee) during the Cuban Missile 

Crisis in October 1962. The results of this study show if inter – and intragroup conflicts 

within EXCOOM made such impact on decision making outcome.  
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1. Introduction and framing of the problem 

October the 15
th

 – 16
th

 1962, the American president John Fitzgerald Kennedy and his 

advisors were informed about Soviet installation of ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads in 

Cuba
1
(see appendix A). At that moment, the possibility of the thermonuclear war has been 

considered by American political and military leadership as real, since the American 

leadership had intention to remove the Soviet missiles from Cuba under any circumstances. In 

order to do that, a special body of the United States government was established on October 

1962. It was called an Executive Committee of the National Security Council. The Executive 

Committee or EXCOMM played a crucial role for political and military decision making 

during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962
2
.  

The Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962 is a well-established case within studies of 

governmental/bureaucratic politics analysis on foreign policy making and problem – solving, 

especially within studies of groupthink. The most famous academic work was done by Irving 

L. Janis in Groupthink (1972, 1982) (More details about this research you can find under 

chapter “Previous research”). And still, Scholars continue to be fascinated by the Cuban 

Crisis, and not only because of the risk to be closest brush with thermonuclear war, but 

because of well documented events from U.S. side that were noted in extraordinary details. 

The EXCOMM tapes are now almost completely declassified and published (May and 

Zelikow 1997)
3
. 

1.1.Framing of the problem 

However, even if the previous studies did enormous work to explain the reasons why the 

Cuban Missile Crisis was outplayed the way it did in October 1962, it still remains uncovered 

study that I decided to make in this essay. The first reason to write research project was to 

show how the results of the Cuban Crisis was pretty much decided during the first day, when 

the first meetings within EXCOMM took place during October the 16
th

 1962. Regardless the 

consequences and events that were creating such drama during the entire Cuban Crisis, which 

almost reached to the point when the thermonuclear war was inevitable, still, such catastrophe 

was already avoided and prevented already on the first day. Therefore, the first day of the 

Cuban Crisis should be considered as the most crucial part in decision making by EXCOMM, 

which included three alternatives for the course of actions that were directed to the removal of 

                                                           
1
 Keith Eubrank (2000) The Missile Crisis in Cuba, Malabar, Florida: Krieger Publishing Company,p.36 

2
 Ibid., p.36 

3
 May E., R., Zelikow., P., D., (1997) The Kennedy Tapes: Inside the white during the Cuban Missile Crisis, 

Cambrige: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press 
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the Soviet Missiles from Cuba; an airstrike, invasion and blockade. By choosing one of these 

courses of actions or alternatives, it could probably lead to the different scenarios and results, 

which one of them was a nuclear exchange between United States and Soviet Union. 

Therefore, since the first day of the existence of the EXCOMM was a crucial part of the entire 

Cuban crisis, and which previous scholars did not pay enough attention to, according to my 

opinion. By focusing on the first meeting by EXCOMM, it gives more detailed knowledge 

and understanding about the role of the members of EXCOMM that could make impact on the 

problem solving the situation with Cuba. The EXCOMM’s members belonged to the different 

groups of U.S. president’s advisory and different departments and thus, different opinions and 

understanding about the situation could create a big possibility for some level of confrontation 

or even struggle that existed during this Crisis. And therefore, to study inter- and intragroup 

conflicts by looking at the case with EXCOMM should be observed as high level of 

expectation to find such evidence. Such study gives opportunity to see if such confrontation or 

struggle could create rupture or clash between and within these groups, which could make 

impact on John F. Kennedy’s decision, regarding the choice of course of actions  in relation to 

the situation in Cuba in October 1962. Even if the previous research demonstrates which 

group or department favored for some of the actions that should be taken as response to 

Soviet and Cuban actions, there were still, in my opinion, three important elements that were 

missing in these studies; the conflict between groups, the conflict within groups and the 

interaction of intra – intergroup dynamics. All these elements can be studied and 

demonstrated by using social psychology within governmental/bureaucratic politics approach, 

since it is a main part for study of this perspective. The study of this kind will make it possible 

to explore the possible determinants and consequences of conflict between groups and within 

groups as well as the interaction of inter –and intra group relations in governmental settings
4
. 

The social psychological perspective that was discussed and developed by Juliet Kaarbo and 

Deborah Gruenfeld within studies of the Inter – and Intragroup Conflict and its dynamics, 

created opportunity to illustrate alternative understanding of the decision making process 

during the Cuban Missile Crisis on October 1962. It will also show the dynamics of the 

relations both between and within groups that included the members of the EXCOMM. 

Therefore, I see it as reasonable motivation for me to conduct such research in order to 

provide the analysis that will improve or expand the knowledge of the Cuban Missile Crisis 

                                                           
4
 Stern, E., Verbeek, B. (1998) Wither Governmental Politics in Foreign Policymaking? A Symposium: Kaarbo, J., 

Gruenfeld, D. The Social Psychology of Inter – Intragroup Conflict in Governmental Politics. Mershon 
International Studies Review, p. 226 
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from new perspective both in theoretical and methodological matters. Finally, using the social 

psychological element(s) within governmental/bureaucratic approach that suggested by Juliet 

Kaarbo and Deborah Gruenfeld will create possibility for complementary explanation for U.S. 

making outcome during the October the Cuban Missile Crisis on October 1962.  

Motivation 1 

First day wasn’t discussed and explained sufficiently enough by scholars as the most 

significant part during the entire Cuban Crisis. 

Motivation 2 

Even if Bureaucratic/governmental approach was used in previous research as it illustrates by 

Graham Allison and Philip Zelikow in Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile 

Crisis, it didn’t include social psychological factors of the inter – intragroup conflict as 

explanatory factors of the decision making outcome by EXCOMM (see chapter 2. Previous 

research). 

 

1.2.Purpose of the Study 

The purpose with this thesis is to study if the first day of the Cuban Missile Crisis, October 

the 16
th

 1962, was a quite crucial and decisive point of the entire crisis. The study will show if 

the decision making outcome by EXCOMM during the day of October the 16
th

 1962, will 

remain the same or unchanged after 13 – 14 days, when the crisis will end. The idea is to 

show eventual inter – intragroup conflicts and interaction between and within group dynamics 

that could make effect on U.S. presidential decision with regard to the situation in Cuba. 

Research questions 

1. How did the relationship between and within groups that included EXCOMM make 

impact on the decision making outcome? 

 

1.3.Definition of Group Conflict 

The concept of group conflict that was mentioned previously in discussions should be 

understood as necessary part of bureaucratic/governmental life, both between and within 

groups. Understanding of group conflict is significant element of social psychological studies 
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that has been sued by Juliet Kaarbo and Deborah Gruenfeld (see chapter 3.2. The Social 

Psychology of Inter – and intra conflict in governmental politics). 

 

1.3.Disposition 

The thesis is divided into nine parts. In this chapter, chapter 1, the overall problem us framed 

and the purpose of the study is clarified. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the discussions of the 

previous research. In chapter 3 the theory of Social Psychology of inter – and intragroup 

conflict in governmental politics are presented, as well as the operationalization of these.  The 

selection of materials, limitation and the methodological approach to achieve the purpose of 

the study are presented in chapter 4. The following chapter, chapter 5, consists of the 

examination of the meeting by EXCOMM during October the 16
th

 1962, by discussing course 

of actions, which were suggested by its members. In chapter 6, the conclusions are presented 

by summering the analysis of the meeting and whether theory can explain or not. Suggestions 

for the further research are discussed in chapter 7, followed by a list of appendix, chapter 8, 

and bibliography in the final part, chapter 9. 

 

2. Previous research 

There is existing research, which focus on decision making outcome that was made within 

EXCOMM. However, at least two fields or directions can be identified within this research. 

The first one is focusing on bureaucratic politics perspective. The most famous work was 

done by Irving L. Jarvis in his book Groupthink (1982) and which was related to 

psychological studies of policy decisions and fiascos. The results of this study suggests that 

the decision making during the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962 was considered as more 

successful than the decision making during the Bay of Pigs in April 1961. The reason why it 

did happen was explained by Jarvis as a more freedom of the “Groupthink” that plagued the 

U.S. political leadership during the invasion of Cuba, at the Bay of Pigs in 1961. 

In Graham Allison’s and Philip Zelikow’s Essence of decision describes explanatory analysis 

of the Cuban Missile Crisis by attempting to answer three questions. 

Why did Soviet Union decide to place offensive missiles in Cuba? 

Why did The United States respond to the missile deployment with a blockade?”  
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Why did the Soviet Union Withdraw the Missiles? 

In order to be able to answer these questions they use three models: 

Model I. The rational actor 

Model II. Organizational behavior 

Model III. Governmental Politics 

 

Model I 

The model I included the theoretical discussions of the rational choices, Classical Realism, 

neorealism and liberalism as primary explanatory factors of the decision making outcome by 

U.S.  and Soviet governments before and during the Cuban Missile Crisis. The analysis of 

Model I illustrates the presence of four different hypothesis as the first explanatory factors to 

the question “Why did Soviet Union decide to place offensive missiles in Cuba?” 

1. Cuban Defense  

Soviet response to American attempt to invade Cuba and remove Castro 

2. Cold War Politics 

Soviet Union’s attempt to demonstrate that the world balance of forces has shifted so far in 

their favor that the United States can no longer prevent the advance of Soviet offensive power 

even into its own hemisphere.
5
 

3. Missile Power 

Attempt by Soviet Union to compensate their inability to match American nuclear forces, 

which were overwhelming, both in matter of rang and numbers of warheads. Such 

disadvantage was probably observed by Soviet political and military leaders as a clear and 

present threat to their security.  

4. Berlin – win, trade, or trap 

The deployment of the Soviet nuclear warheads in Cuba was one way to remove the western 

troops from Berlin.
6
 

                                                           
5
 Allison, John C. (1999) Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Cuban, second edition, New York: An 

Imprint of Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., p. 89 
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The next part of the analysis of the Model I was answering the question 2Why did the United 

States respond to the missile deployment with a blockade?” Allison and Zelikow suggested 

six different alternatives, which were probably discussed by U.S. government (EXCOMM), 

before they came to the conclusion to initiate a naval blockade against Cuba. The alternatives 

that were suggested and discussed by U.S. government were following: 

1. Do nothing 

2. Diplomatic pressure 

3. A secret approach to Castro 

4. Invasion 

5. Air strike 

6. Blockade 

Choosing alternative of blockade by U.S. government was considered as optimal option, 

which was directed to stop more Soviet missiles to Cuba. However, such action wasn’t able to 

remove missiles that were already placed in Cuba, and therefore, remained it open for other 

course of actions to choose, like air strike or even invasion.
7
  

According to Allison and Zelikow, by blockade, the United States made attempt to impress 

the Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev with Kennedy’s so called resoluteness and make him 

understand that he (Khrushchev) has grossly miscalculated and give him an opportunity to 

resolve this crisis peacefully.
8
 

It is in agreement with Allison and Zelikow explanation that such goal was successfully 

completed and it did make Soviet Union to remove the nuclear missiles from Cuba. However, 

it is still in their consideration that such explanation cannot be a complete answer for Soviet 

withdrawal from Cuba. Allison and Zelikow suggest looking at other theoretical elements, 

like organizational behavior in Model II and governmental politics in Model III in order to 

receive more complete answer to all three questions.  

In case of Model II, Allison and Zelikow are making attempt to explain certain actions like 

Soviet installation of nuclear missiles in Cuba, U.S. response with blockade or/and Soviet 

withdrawal from Cuba as part of organization behavior not as part of decision making 

outcome. Since, the members of decision making groups belong to different organizations; it 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
6
 Allison, John C. (1999) Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Cuban, second edition, New York: An 

Imprint of Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., page 101-102 
7
 Ibid., p. 120 

8
 Ibid., p. 121 
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means that these members will bring their cultural structures and procedures that belong to 

their organizations. This additionally means that no matter what the members of groups will 

follow the existing routines and programs, which they have to follow during their time within 

their organizations. 
9
 

The result of such relationship to their own organizations or agencies is creation of their own 

identity momentum that makes impact on their ability to contribute their advisory functions to 

the entire decision making process or outcome, according to Allison and Zelikow. For 

instance, the military command will always or often suggest military actions no matter what, 

and State Department (or any civil advisory) will always or often suggest diplomatic 

solutions.  

In case of governmental politics, Model III, Allison and Zelikow explain the decision making 

outcome of the Cuban Missile Crisis by looking at government behavior as a results of 

bargaining games of politics.
10

 In this section they look at the differences and the need of 

individuals in the government and the way how influence is divided among them. 
11

 

Furthermore, Allison and Zelikow focusing on the role of American president as a leader who 

has ability to use his professional reputation and public prestige in order to translate the needs 

and fears of other participants into an appreciation that what he wants of them is what they 

should, in their own interest, do. 
12

 

Finally, they also discuss the ability to create better decisions by process learning from earlier 

conflicts/crisis, which the same individuals or groups were involved and relating this part of 

research to the previous analysis of bureaucratic politics perspective by Irving L. Jarvis in  

Groupthink (1972, 1982). 

Both early introduced previous research made by Graham Allison and Philip Zelikow in 

Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Crisis and by Irving L. Jarvis in 

Groupthink made a great contribution for better understanding in Cuban Missile Crisis. 

However, in both cases, the analysis didn’t include detailed discussion of the meeting by 

EXCOMM, especially the first day of the crisis, October the 16
th

 1962, when actual decision 

making process and outcome took place. Instead, their focus was upon the analysis of the 

                                                           
9
 Allison, John C. (1999) Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Cuban, second edition, New York: An 

Imprint of Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., page 145 
10

 Ibid., p. 255 
11

 Ibid., p. 259 
12

 Ibid., p. 259 
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entire crisis, which automatically created gaps and missed opportunity to look at the 

relationship of the groups that included EXCOMM. In my opinion, the analysis of such 

relationship can be done by using the social psychology of inter – intragroup conflict within 

bureaucratic approach. That is why I consider the research done in this essay as unique, which 

gives opportunity to look at case of decision making outcome by EXCOMM from new 

perspective. Of course, it doesn’t mean that this particular research gives a new alternative 

explanation, but still should be considered at least as complementary one.   

 

3. Theory 

In this chapter you will find out how the Social Psychology of inter – intragroup conflicts is 

able to answer the research question in more details than it was done by scholars who have 

been introduced in previous chapter. The description of the theoretical elements of such study 

will give you a high level of confidence when it comes to the study of bureaucratic approach 

with focus on inter –and intra group conflicts.   

In this chapter, it will be stressed the general aspects of governmental politics in foreign 

policymaking by Eric Stern, which was the topic of the symposium at the Mershon center at 

the Ohio State University in 1998, and which called Whither the Study of governmental 

Politics in Foreign Policymaking?. After this, we go further in discussion of more specific 

theoretical aspects that belongs to the Social Psychology within bureaucratic approach, which 

were introduced and emphasized by Juliet Kaarbo and Deborah Grunfield in the article “The 

Social Psychology of Inter- and Intragroup Conflict in Governmental Politics” (1998). This 

chapter will also include the explanations about why this theoretical approach is so significant 

and applicable for the case of Cuban Missile Cuban on October 1962. 

 

3.1. Governmental politics in Foreign Policymaking 

In the beginning of this symposium, the general introduction of the governmental/bureaucratic 

politics in foreign policymaking was made by Eric Stern in order to give a clue about the 

basic concept of the bureaucratic politics as part of governmental settings, which was 

emphasized as protection and promotion of the particular interests and politics. He (Eric) 

explains the purpose of the collection of essays under this symposium as a beginning for the 

study that aims to extend understanding of the boundaries of the governmental institutions, 
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which concerned with foreign policymaking
13

. According to Stern, this understanding should 

be comprehended as part of intra – and intergovernmental conflicts that has existed between 

governmental agencies and within these agencies, which were/are making impact on the 

political leader’s decision making during the crisis. Furthermore, Stern stresses the traditional 

concept of the governmental politics that was explained as Miles’s Law. According to Stern, 

The Miles’s law sees the clear distinction between State Department and Pentagon, which 

cooperate together by having clearly separated functions, which are necessary for the 

promotion of the same policy that has been directed to them by head(s) of the government. 

However, Stern sees this distinction to be problematic, because of the simplistic 

understanding of inter- and intragovernmental relation, which leads to the misconception of 

the governmental politics perspective generally
14

. 

Furthermore, He stress the importance of discussion that was made by Yuen Foong Khong 

about questioning this fundamental approach by discussing the existence of the inter- and 

intragroups within governmental agencies and these groups explained as actors who often do 

not follow the organizational position of their departments, and such phenomena could be 

observed during the Vietnam War, according to Stern
15

. For instance, Khong finds out that 

some officials from the Pentagon like Robert McNamara (Minister of Defense) favors 

escalation whiles others like John Mcnaughton (US. Secretary of Defense) did not. Therefore, 

the position of governmental agencies can be understood only by looking at the preferences of 

the internal groups, which are trying to promote their own agenda and their attitude with 

regard to the intragroups
16

. 

According to Stern, there are some conceptions, which should be incorporated in 

understanding of the roles of the governmental agencies in the process of the foreign policy 

decision making, before we are going further in detailed analysis of this issue: 

                                                           
13

 Stern, E., Verbeek, B. (1998) Wither Governmental Politics in Foreign Policymaking? A Symposium: Kaarbo, J., 
Gruenfeld, D. The Social Psychology of Inter – Intragroup Conflict in Governmental Politics. Mershon 
International Studies Review, p. 206 
14

 Ibid., p. 206 
15

 Ibid., p.206 
16

 Ibid., p.206 
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“State Department has often been activist when it comes to intervention, seeing military force 

an instrument to be deployed in support of diplomacy.”
17

 

And; 

“The Pentagon and military leadership have tended to resist such operations. Once committed, 

however, these latter officials have generally preferred to deploy massive rather than 

incrementally escalating force.”
18

 

Finally, the last major conception is that heads of states is often forced to appease other 

parties, in order to maintain their own position in U.S. Foreign policy making and its 

implementation
19

. 

The role of the heads of the states have been observed by Stern as the main coordinators of 

available resources and at the same time, the manipulators of departments’ ability, in order to 

maintain their own position and interest. There are two significant functions that they 

(leaders) have for maintenance of their access to the power, which are called faces to the 

power. The first one, as it said, is the importance to be able to manipulate the agenda to 

having influence as well as the relevance of covert and latent conflict to shaping what 

happens. The second is an attention to the more epistemic manifestations of power 

inequalities as they affect perception and preferences formation, suggesting the importance of 

“ideas” to policy choice
20

.  

These were the basic concepts, which were described above, in order to be able to discuss the 

significance of this research as necessary mean for having a detailed understanding of the 

process of the foreign policy decision making during the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 

1962, even if it reduced to the first day of the crisis. 

The further discussion will be focused on one theoretical approach that gives deeper 

understanding of the intern-intragroup conflict by looking at some details of such conflict. 
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 Stern, E., Verbeek, B. (1998) Wither Governmental Politics in Foreign Policymaking? A Symposium: Kaarbo, J., 
Gruenfeld, D. The Social Psychology of Inter – Intragroup Conflict in Governmental Politics. Mershon 
International Studies Review , p.206 
18

 Ibid., p. 207 
19

 Ibid., p.207 
20
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3.2.The Social Psychology of Inter- and intragroup conflict in governmental politics 

According to Juliet Kaarbo and Deborah Gruenfeld, the conflict both within and between 

groups is a part of bureaucratic political life. They name bureaucratic structures as something 

that divide individuals into struggling groups with each other, such as agencies, departments, 

bureaus, and committees. These structures have been considered by Kaarbo and Gruenfeld as 

optimal for accomplishment for such complex tasks. However, the process of accomplishment 

of these tasks can be prevented by the interest of the individual members that are slightly 

aligned with each other and therefore often lead to the conflict, according to them. 

Furthermore, the main purpose of the group is to serve the interest of the government, but by 

maximizing their own outcomes, which are relative to others. Another problem comes with a 

conflict within groups, when variations of individual point of views are very high, and 

therefore, creates subgroups, which makes problem even deeper
21

.  

According to Kaarbo and Gruenfeld, the social psychology gives a different picture of the 

causes of the intergroup conflict and suggests caution in designing so called prescriptions for 

improving governmental decision making. They also say that bureaucratic decision making 

may not be as conflictual as it is often characterized, since conflicts both within and between 

groups may not be entirely detrimental and social psychology shows us how conflict can have 

actually a positive effect
22

. 

Finally, the general or major point of view of the Social Psychology is that bureaucratic 

politics matters and there is ample evidence that shows how individuals and their behaviors 

can be affected by different groups, membership, power and status relationships, external 

constituencies and other various institutional incentives
23

. It is also their (Kaarbo and 

Gruenfeld) point of view that attention to recent developments in the adjacent discipline of 

psychology can enrich and update the bureaucratic politics perspective. 

In addition, there is a big importance to pay more attention to the group settings for 

bureaucratic conflict by looking at the empirical research of the sources and characteristics of 

group conflict in governmental decision making
24

. Nevertheless, the nature and effects of 

group dynamics have been extensively researched in social psychology, and therefore created 

                                                           
21

 Stern, E., Verbeek, B. (1998) Wither Governmental Politics in Foreign Policymaking? A Symposium: Kaarbo, J., 
Gruenfeld, D. The Social Psychology of Inter – Intragroup Conflict in Governmental Politics. Mershon 
International Studies Review, p. 226 
22

 Ibid., p.227 
23

 Ibid., p. 227 
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 Ibid., p.227 
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a gap that can fulfilled by making future research and exploring some of the possible 

determinants and consequences of conflict between groups and within groups, in order to 

improve our understanding of bureaucratic politics
25

. 

 

3.2.1. Conflict between groups 

According to Kaarbo and Gruenfeld, the conflict between groups is usually based on the 

structural, social and psychological matters. The origins of the conflict in governmental 

politics are the interests of the organizational agencies and departments that deal with 

different issues as budget allocations, general policy directions, and specific policy 

implementation
26

. Furthermore, it also says that subgroups of the organization have different, 

often competing, goals based on their organizational missions and jurisdictional boundaries
27

. 

They explain it as the lack of the dominant individual or organizational exists to impose a 

single preference, because of the group’s main policy to include their own interests as part of 

final decision outcome, and such problem can also lead to the intergroup conflict as well
28

.   

Finally, the main conclusion was that the conflict or competition between groups can be 

reduced only when resource and reward structures are adjusted so that cooperating whit out-

group member leads to better outcomes than competing with them: 

“…social psychological research is consistent with governmental politics model’s assertion 

that the structure of the bureaucracy pits agencies against one another and produces excessive 

in foreign policy decision making.”
29

 

Therefore, the conflict between groups and within groups can be explained as the lack of the 

structural conditions, which are necessary for sustainable or coherent, in order to be able to 

reduce possible discrimination and prejudice in group member relationship and in relation 

with groups
30

. According to Kaarbo and Gruenfeld, this can happen by increasing the 

interaction between two inter – and out-groups (for instance, State Department and Pentagon). 
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The effects of such relationship have been explained by referring to two psychological 

mechanisms, which are covering major aspects for understanding of the inter-intragroup 

conflict. The first one, which is the social categorization, which refers to the human tendency 

to differentiate individuals by placing them in two groups like “we” and “them”, in order to be 

able to handle a social environment
31

. Such behavior has explained as a necessary preference 

for creating ability to promote its own interest and make it to be of the part of the outcome of 

the foreign policy decision making. This psychological mechanism supposes to explain the 

conflicts between groups and even conflicts within groups. The second mechanism is the 

cognitive categorization, which refers to the more detailed categorization of the differences 

not only between groups, but also between individuals, which are usually the members of the 

same groups. The cognitive categorization actually focuses on the intercategory differences, 

which are relative to the conflict within groups as well
32

. According to Kaarbo and Gruenfeld, 

the social categorization has more and wider aspects than cognitive categorization of events, 

objects, or people, since it focuses on the values, culture, and social representation
33

. The 

social categorization discuss the identification with particular group that consider itself to be 

distinct and superior with regard to the other groups by supporting own values and 

undermining others
34

. It is also in agreement with the Social Psychology that better 

coordination between inter- and out-groups can be achieved if it will be possible to create 

preferences, like by having ability to allocate proportionally the resources in these different 

groups
35

. Therefore, so called the Categorization Theories and bureaucratic realistic conflict 

theory agree that understanding of the bureaucratic conflict between groups can be explained 

by focusing on the importance of the organizational culture, differing value sets, and social 

representations. However, according to the realistic conflict theory, it will be difficult to 

analyze the complex of structural, social and psychological factors that create conflict 

between groups, because of impossibility to allocate these negative factors and then eliminate 

them
36

.  
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3.2.2. Conflict within groups 

Juliet Kaarbo and Deborah Gruenfeld stress the problem of the outcome of the decision 

making process by referring to the individual level that can lead to the poor decision that are 

often produced by groups, because of the eventual insult that is coming from their dominant 

leader. Members with the common backgrounds drive to the internal cohesion by overriding 

their attention to sufficient range of alternatives
37

. The view of how the groups function 

becomes one of the main alternatives to the governmental politics model was a main issue in 

early studies of the social psychology. For instance, the social psychology research showed 

how the power of majorities led to the suppression of the minority viewpoints. It has been 

explained as typical passiveness of the agents, which belong to the minority. However, there 

is also suggestion for possible considerations of the social change instead of the social control 

that can eventually lead to the situation when minorities are able to influence the majorities. 

Furthermore, the social psychologists suggest that the key to when minorities can have 

influence is turn around the conflict such faction generate by maintaining divergent positions, 

which will create intrapersonal conflict and interpersonal conflict
38

. 

In addition, it says that minorities can be influential enough to be able to have a wide range of 

effects, for instance, the quality of group decision making. Kaarbo and Gruenfeld refer to the 

explanation from the governmental politics model, which is inclusion of representatives from 

different departments with varying levels of power. Such group is considered as forum for 

intergroup conflict as well as interactional conflict
39

. 

“Moreover, attention to minority influence in bureaucratic organizations can help how 

bureaucracy can change foreign policy, thus addressing one of the criticisms of the 

bureaucratic approach, Halperin (1974:99) writes that “the bureaucratic system is basically 

inert; it moves only when pushed hard and persistently. The majority of bureaucrats prefer to 

maintain the status quo, and only a small is, at any one time, advocating change.”
40

 

Therefore, smaller groups have ability to question the policy of the majority, but it will 

happen indirectly by changing the majority’s values or positions on related issues
41

. It is 
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agreement with social psychological research that conflict within groups can also have both 

negative and positive effects, and minorities within groups can have role as agitators who 

force the majority to consider alternatives. If they success, it will possible to break a 

bureaucracy out of the inertia
42

. 

3.2.1. Weakness of the Social Psychology of inter – intragroup conflicts 

The main problem of using the Social Psychology of inter – and intragroup conflict is a lack 

of proper information about how the theoretical aspects can be applied methodologically on 

the materials that was used in this essay. It is something that you will not be able to find in 

Kaarbo’s and Deborah’s texts that have been discussed previously. However, at the same time, 

it does give opportunity to be more flexible for searching or developing own method that will 

correspond to the requirement of the research question in this essay. Such method will be 

presented in the next chapter.  

3.3.Operationalization 

Table 1. Example 

State 

Department/ 

Other Advisors 

Alternative 

goals/ options 

Pentagon/ Other 

military advisors 

Alternative 

goals/ options 

Head of State – 

name  

Position - name Goal: 

Course of 

actions:  

Position - name Goal: 

Course of 

actions:  

Goal: 

Course of 

actions: 

 

In this table the meetings of the EXCOMM will categorized into three parties which was the 

State Department/ other civil advisors, Pentagon/other military advisors and American 

president. In the same table, you will be able to see also the goals and the course of actions, 

which each of these parties has supported and made attempt to promote their agenda. Then, 

we will continue to discuss the results of this categorization by adding intra – intergroup 

conflict analysis in order to see if the social psychology has ability to explain the relationship 

of these parties or groups and find any confrontation/struggle in this relationship during the 

Cuban Crisis.  
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4. Limitation. Material. Method 

4.1. Limitation 

This essay covers the main events of the Cuban Missile Crisis on October 1962, and the 

decisions that were made during this period. The idea of this essay is to analyze the response 

from U.S. government to the situations in Cuba, which made impact on ability of different 

groups within EXCOMM to find solution to the threat that was coming from Soviet and 

Cuban sides( because of the Soviet missiles in Cuba). Attempt to include the analysis that 

could cover Soviet and Cuban response as well, could be also done as well, but because of the 

physical limits and purpose of this research makes it irrelevant in this case. However, it can be 

suggested to do such research on higher level, which will be discussed in final chapter: 

“Suggestion for future research”. 

4.2. Materials 

The materials that will be used in this essay will be based mainly on Presidential recordings 

which have been published by Kennedy Library, on their webpage that called “John F. 

Kennedy presidential Museum and library”and “Harvard Kennedy Shoool: Belfer Center, 

science and international affairs”. Another sources like declassified CIA documents with 

personal notifications by members of EXCOMM on the Cuban Missile Crisis by Mary S. 

McAuliffe in 1992 in CIA History Staff, and President’s Office Files published by Timothy 

Naftali and Philip Zelikow in their book “The Presidential Recordings, John F. Kennedy: The 

Great Crisis: September – October 21, 1962”(2001), will play a supportive role in analysis of 

the original texts. The Kennedy Tapes: inside the white house during the Cuban missile crisis 

written by May and Zelikow had also the same function during the analysis in this essay. 

These sources give us a possibility to use the records of the meetings by EXCOMM, which 

took place during October the 16
th

 - 28
th

 1962. 

4.3.Methodology 

4.3.1. General information 

In order to fulfil the purpose of this essay, the theoretical approach that was presented 

previously (see chapter 3) will applied on materials by analyzing the course of actions, which 

were suggested and discussed by the members of the EXCOMM. The aim of this study is to 

capture the elements of the interaction both between and within groups and find if there was 

any conflict/ confrontation between them, which could make effect on problem 

solving/decision making outcome by EXCOMM. The method enables to bring out the 

“essence” from a text, through a close reading process of the text parts, the whole and the 
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context in which it is a part
43

. The validity of a study is about the study’s ability to actually 

measure what it intends to do if the empirical data are considered to generate the response that 

the issue requires. The main focus of the study of the decision making process relied upon on 

the recordings of the meeting within EXCOMM, which means that the validity of the thesis 

should be considered to be provided. 

The degree of reliability in this study was based on the accuracy of the survey and how 

sources of error are eliminated wherever possible
44

. In the studies of a foreign policy making 

and/or problem solving within EXCOMM during The Cuban Missile Crisis on October 1962 

available potential sources are large today. One can study the recorded personal notes, 

memoirs and similar sources. This thesis stays within the framework of conversations of the 

meetings of the EXCOMM that were recorded by President Kennedy.  It should be 

emphasized that a textual analysis interpreted by individual whose knowledge and attitudes 

can be seen more or less effect on how the texts were interpreted. The ambition and later the 

success to link the interpreted parts of the texts to the theoretical framework is therefore of 

great importance. 

The theory will be presented and applied on the materials by making some systematical 

procedure in matter of conversation analysis by looking at the discussions by EXCOMM and 

U.S. president. Using such method will correspond, as it said previously, to the requirement of 

the theoretical aspects, which belongs to the Bureaucratic Politics Approach. 

4.3.2. Day 1 (October the 16
th

) versus Day 14 (October the 28
th

) 

In order to receive more accurate and reliable analysis, I decided to compare the results of the 

decision making outcome of the Day 1 with actual results of the Day 14, October the 28
th

, 

after when course of actions were chosen and taken in action. 

In this section we will get closer look at the example of the analysis of eventual inter –and 

intragroup conflict. The images or illustrations below will hopefully provide necessary 

information about how such analysis can be done, since there was unfortunately lack of the 

method that could apply the social psychology on materials that included in this essay. 
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Figure. 1. Interaction between and within groups and the different course of actions as part of 

the preliminary and final decision making outcome 

      Day 1.  October the 16
th

 1962                                          Day 13. October the 28
th

 1962                                                    

                     Head of State                                                               Head of State 

   Preliminary decision outcome: A, I or B?             Final decision outcome: remains or not?    

        

  

 

 

 

 

State Department                     Pentagon                    State Department                       Pentagon 

Course of actions: 

A: Air Strike, I: Invasion, B: Blockade 

Figure 2. Conflict or Consensus between and within groups 

                                                                  

 

 

 

Conflict vs Consensus Conflict vs Consensus 
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EXCOMM 

Head 
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State 

State 

Department 

Conflict vs 

Consensus 

Pentagon 

Conflict vs 

Consensus 
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In figure 1 illustrates the relation between head of state, which John Fitzgerald Kennedy and 

the two main departments were included EXCOMM, and different course of actions, which 

were suggested and discussed by them. Furthermore, it shows also two days to compare with, 

in order to see if there were a difference between decisions making outcome during the first 

day and 13-14 days later. 

In figure 2 illustrates the relationship between and within groups with two indications as 

conflict and consensus in order to track possible confrontation or struggle that could make 

impact on them. 

 

5. Events before Cuban Missile Crisis. Meeting by EXCOMM. Analysis 

In this chapter it will be noted some pre – events that partly or completely caused worsened 

the relations between United States and Soviet Union, which developed to the crisis that was 

known as the Cuban Missile Crisis and to the situation when the risk of the nuclear exchange 

between United States and Soviet Union was possible. After this, the two meeting by 

EXCOMM are presented. After each meeting follows an analysis how the empirics can 

interpreted from the theoretical approach.  

The events before Cuban Missile Crisis 

1. April 17 1961, the Bay of Pigs: the brigade of about 1400 Cuban exiles, sponsored by 

CIA, invaded the swampy coast of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. The purpose of invasion 

was to set up a government and seek to rally support from the Cuban people in 

campaign to overthrow the Fidel Castro regime
45

. However, the invaders failed to 

establish a beachhead because of short supplies and without American military 

reinforcement and support of airstrikes
46

.  

2. June 3 - 4, 1961, the Vienna Summit Conference: was a turn point when relation 

between United States and Soviet Union has been worsened, because of American 

attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro
47

. 

3. Summer 1961, Kennedy ordered a buildup of American forces in Germany
48

. 
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4. August 1961, Krushchev allowed the Eastern German regime to build the Berlin 

Wall
49

. 

5. July 7 1962, Operation Anadyr: Soviet political and military leadership decided to 

send over 50, 000 Soviet Troops with three R- 121 medium – range ballistic missile 

(MRBM) regiments, two missiles for each launcher and one nuclear warhead for each 

launcher
50

. 

6. During July, August and September 1962, Soviet freighters carried cargoes from 

Soviet ports to Cuba
51

. 

 

5.1.Day 1, October the 16
th

 1962, Meeting I 11:45 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.  

5.1.1. Participants 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, President of the United States 

Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defense 

General Maxwell Taylor, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Dean Rusk, Secretary of State 

C. Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury 

Lindon Johnson, Vice President 

U.U. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Undersecretary 

Sidney Graybeal, Analyst of the Missile photos 

McGeorge Bundy, National Security Advisor 

Arthur Lundahl, Director of the National Photographic Interpretation Center 

Robert Fitzgerald Kennedy, Attorney General 

Marshall Sylvester Carter, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 
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The first presentation will be referenced to the first meeting, when the crisis has been 

introduced to President John F. Kennedy by EXCOMM, which was the deployment of the 

Middle Range Ballistic Missiles (MRBM) and Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) in 

Cuba by Soviet Union (link to the meeting, 

http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

This meeting consisted of the discussions with regard to the situation in Cuba which was the 

deployment of the nuclear missiles, and eventual solutions suggested by advisors from 

different departments and agencies. The discussions will be followed by introducing each 

person who made his expression for his opinion about the situation and eventual suggestions. 

Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence, Marshal Sylvester Carter started the meeting by 

declaring the results of the photography taken last Sunday, October the 14
th

 1962. According 

to these results, a medium – range ballistic missile launch site and two new military 

encampments on the southern Sierra del Rosario in west – central Cuba. Carter introduced the 

further information about the launch site at on the encampments, which contains a total of at 

least 14 canvas – covered missile trailers measuring 67 feet in length, 9 feet in width. The 

overall length of the trailers plus the tow bars was measured approximately by 80 feet. The 

other encampment contains vehicles and tents but with no missile trailers, according to Carter. 

52
 

Marshal Carter has also added that the launch contains at least eight canvas – covered missile 

trailers and four deployed probable missile erector launchers, which were unrevetted. In 

military terms, unrevetted means that earthworks and/or fortifications to protect against attack 

of the blast from missiles have never been constructed. 
53

 

Director of the National Photographic Interpretation Center, Arthur Lundahl made important 

notification about the missile trailer that was discovered on the picture. He claimed that the 

existing Soviet missile in Cuba must be most advanced one, since such has never been seen 

before, not even in Soviet Union. The last U – 2 coverage of Soviet Union was May 1960.
54
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President of the United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy asked question about how they do 

know if it is a medium – range ballistic missile.
55

 

Arthur Lundahl pointed to the length of the missiles, which were considered to be identical to 

the Soviet equipment that has been dragged through the streets of Moscow. Lundahl asked 

Sidney Graybeal, Analyst of the missile photos, to give more information about these 

particular missiles.
56

 

Analyst of the missile photos, Sidney Graybeal declared thar there are two type of missiles 

involved. One of these was SS – 3(US/NATO designation), which was 630 mile range and on 

up to near 700 and it was 68 feet long. The missiles discovered in Cuba out to be 67 feet long. 

The other missile was with 1,100 mile range and was 73 feet long. 

The uncertainty that Graybeal expressed was the nose cone of the missile itself, which was 

hard to identify on the picture in order to be sure if it was similar. However, the final comment 

by Graybeal has insured U.S. President Kennedy to be the missiles that were known through 

the Moscow Parade – was the same on the picture.
57

  

President Kenendy asked if these missiles in Cuba were ready to fire. 

Sidney Graybeal’s anser was no, since it requires time to make them to be operational.
58

 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of staff, General Maxwell Taylor expressed his uncertainty about 

to make these missile operational in short time and asked Graybeal how long time it will take 

to fire. 

Sidney Graybeal answered this question by saying that Soviet equipment must be checked out 

and the site has to be accurately surveyed, and then it will be easy to locate it. However, once 

it done, then it is about matters of hours. 
59

 

Arthur Lundahl added that two additional SAC (U – 2) missions were executed day before 

day before this meeting and then sent to the Washington are for being chemically processed at 

the Naval Center in Suitland. According to Lundahl, both of these missions go from one end 

of Cuba to the other; one along the north coast and one along the South. Therefore, the 
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additional data on activities, or these storage sites which they consider critical, can be 

discovered. 
60

 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara expressed his certainty that the Soviet installation 

outside of Havana was surely used for nuclear warheads. He considers one question that was 

highly critical in forming their plans, which was the readiness of these missiles to fire. 

Although, the time between the 16
th

 October and the time when the readiness to fire capability 

develops was very important issue, according to McNamara.
61

He support his statement with a 

fact that the storage of warheads has not been discovered yet, which means higher risk to miss 

information about if they (Soviets) were ready to fire or not. 

National Security Advisor, McGeorge Bundy raised the question of need for closer and 

sharper look the area in order to get tactical warning for the possible activities. According to 

his opinion, such thing could be done by authorizing more flight on the basis of COMOR 

priorities. 
62

 

Robert McNamara supported such idea by explaining it as necessary to obtain complete 

coverage of the island of Cuba, which they require.
63

 

The Secretary of State, Dean Rusk described the situation in Cuba as a serious development, 

various decisive actions should be taken, in order to be able to eliminate crisis. He also 

discussed different options as whether to do unannounced strike that will stop the installation 

of the nuclear weapons Cubans and Soviets immediately, or/and to involve 42 allies for 

possible confrontation  in other part of the world, which is necessary to be able to handle the 

unexpected consequences after quick strike. Furthermore, he insisted that there is no 

requirement for eventual invasion of Cuba, in order to achieve the general goal, by reason that 

the purpose is only to eliminate the particular base, which has to be removed under any 

circumstances. Rusk discussed also additional options, which must be taken in combination 

with sudden strike, namely, calling up highly selective units of 150.000, in order to reinforce 

the American forces in Guantanamo and southeastern part of the United States. Moreover, He 

discussed some risks for consequences like involvement of 42 allies in confrontation in 

different parts of the World, which will probably lead to the next World War. Further actions 
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must also include the air interception of Russian/ Cuban Mig 21s and bombers before they 

reach Miami and/or other parts of the United States
64

. 

Finally, Rusk suggests moving more openly and vigorously in the guerilla field and creating 

maximum confusion on the island of Cuba.
65

 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

The Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara suggested conducting air strike against the 

installations, before these missile sites become operational, and explained it as uncertainty to 

be able knock all missiles before they will be launched. Furthermore, he also suggests 

additional options that must be included in this operation, namely, air strike must be 

conducted against the missile sites, airfields and unclear sites and aircraft as well. Finally, the 

invasion of Cuba must be also included as well in in order to prevent the similar actions from 

Cuban and Soviet sides in future. Finally, all these actions must be arranged during the time 

when mobilization process has been started
66

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

U.S. army Chairman of the joint Chiefs of Staff, General Maxwell D. Taylor has supported 

the idea of surprise air strike, which creates military speaking tactical advantage to take out all 

the missiles before they become operational. He also assumed that such desire runs counter to 

the strong point the Secretary Rusk made, which is forceful naval blockade and diplomatic 

pressure and do not take any general air strike as the first option. He argues that some these 

options must be taken in combination in following way: 

Air Strike against missiles, airfields, nuclear sites and naval blockade at the same time 

Reinforce Guantanamo and evacuate the dependents 

Mobilizing
67
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Furthermore, General Maxwell Taylor expressed his opinion about the Soviet deployment of 

nuclear missiles in Cuba as one way to be able to get United States with short/medium range 

missiles rather than with defective ICBM.
68

 

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk made next point to the president Kennedy by mentioning the 

with Soviet ambassador Andrei Gromyko on Thursday October 18 in 1962, in order to be able 

clarify the position of Soviet Union in relation to the situation in Cuba, which should be 

considered as opportunity resolve the crisis in matter of diplomatic solution, if it is possible. 

According to his opinion, it is less possible that the installation of the missile sites should be 

considered as the will of Soviet Union to start a nuclear war
69

.  

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara confronted the Rusk’s notification by pointing to the 

uncertain relation with Soviet Union, because of lack of well-established communication 

between the countries, The United States of America and Soviet Union. He also says that it is 

unclear who is responsible for the control of nuclear missiles in Cuba; therefore it will be hard 

to predict possible actions after when these missiles will ready to launch, and therefore these 

missiles must be eliminated by air strike before they become operational
70

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

President of United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy stress the situation in Cuba that cannot 

be resolved by naval blockade, because of the ability to bring the missies by submarine and 

launch from there
71

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara encountered this statement by mentioning the ability 

to carry on an open surveillance and take them out if it’s necessary. Furthermore, he stressed 

the same issue of air strikes, which should be considered as the most important issue as this 

air strike will cover enormous site, because of the lack of information about the disposition of 

the enemy aircraft and that means that air strike must be going to the whole air complex. He 

supported his premise by mentioning the danger that can come from the Soviet Russian 
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military aircraft Mig 21, because of uncertainty for possibility to use the aircraft for 

transportation of the nuclear warheads to the destination. Finally, he stresses the lack of 

information about capability of the Cuban air force, therefore the American coastal air defense 

should be observed as in danger
72

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk discusses the political goal that has been followed by Soviet 

leader Nikita Khrushchev, which is the reduction of substantial nuclear superiority of the 

United States with regard to the Soviet Union nuclear capability. Furthermore, he explains the 

deployment of the Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba as the response to the American nukes in 

Turkey, which were the Jupiter missiles with account of fifteen units there
73

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

National Security Advisor, McGeorge Bundy stresses further the same theory that 

Khrushchev’s behavior can be explained as attempt to maintain the Soviet influence in Cuba 

by providing nuclear missiles to Cubans with defensive purposes only. He referenced to the 

Khrushchev statement, which says that the military equipment that will be send to the Cuba 

will have designed exclusively for “defense” only
74

. 

 (President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk agreed with Bundy and added the statement from Gromyko on 

his press conference in the same issue as confirmation to this theory
75

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Vice President, Lyndon B. Johnson suggested to take several courses of actions, which must 

be taken, in order to prevent coming more missiles to Cuba, and these actions are directed to 

stop planes, stop the ships, and stop the submarines and everything else from
76

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 
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President of the United States, John F. Kennedy discussed further the suggestions that came 

from Lyndon B. Johnson as one part or operation of the entire plan to what have to be done 

for resolving the crisis. He divided this plan into three stages or operations. The first operation 

will be to strike the eventual missile bases; the second operation will be what Robert 

McNamara suggested, which are conducting the air strikes on the airfields and the SAM sites 

and everything else that connected with missiles; the third operation is the launching blockade 

and mobilization that must be taken during this time, which requires more actions, and 

therefore more degree of consultation
77

.  

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Attorney General, Robert F. Kennedy defined the discussed actions as pre-invade actions, 

because of the size of the bombings, which will cover all over Cuba, and which means the kill 

of a lot of people there, probably both military and civilians. According to Attorney General, 

it will cause a problem for political legitimacy with regard to the national and international 

community, and first of all to the Soviet Union
78

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

President of the United States, John F. Kennedy decided to make more detailed discussions of 

the options that were suggested by EXCOMM in next meeting, which will take place at night 

18:00 o’clock, same day. However, he discussed generally the main course of actions, which 

will be taken under any circumstances and it is to take out the nuclear missiles from the Cuba. 

The general air strike and invasion should be considered just as the methods to do make them 

out, but not only ones, according to the president Kennedy
79

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Vice president, Lyndon B. Johnson stressed the question of the international support that 

could be received, first of all from allies at the same the maintenance of the domestic 

unanimous support from Congress as well. He expressed his uncertainty of the positive 
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diplomatic dialogue with the OAS (Organization of American States), because of the clear 

evidence of the existence of the nuclear missiles in Cuba
80

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara stressed another question, which is if the military 

action should be preceded with the political action, and if so, on what timing it should be 

applied. Furthermore, he suggested preparing precise series of the contacts with Khrushchev 

and the following consequences of this contact, for instance, the eventual military actions as 

response to the threat that will announced from American side. He also mentions the 

preparation for answers regarding the effects of the air strikes and time required to carry them 

off
81

. 

(President Kennedy’s appointments, http://microsites.jfklibrary.org/cmc/oct16/doc2.html ) 

Secretary of treasury, C. Douglas Dillon warns about eventual difficulties and reaction that 

will come from public opinion, as well as reaction from OAS (The Organization of American 

States) and diplomatic relations with allies like NATO, if the United States will take action of 

surprise air strike against Cuba. Finally, the reaction from Soviet Union will remain also 

questionable and uncertain
82

 

 

5.1.1.1.Analysis of the meeting I, 11:45 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. 

The major and important aspects of this meeting were the discussions of the possible course 

of actions/ options, which were available, in order to resolve this crisis. The main course 

actions that were confirmed by president Kennedy was to prevent the coming of more Soviet 

nuclear missiles in to Cuba and remove those that were already there. The EXCOMM has 

suggested different course of actions in combination of political and military options, which 

were coming from different departments and agencies. The analysis of the first meeting of 

Day 1, October the 16
th

 1962 illustrates preliminary discussions of the course of actions and 

which department or agency was favoring any of them. However, conclusion of the first 

meeting was to wait until more eventual information will be available during the day and then 
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discuss it afternoon, in the second meeting, which will start 6:30 p.m.  Still, some preliminary 

analysis of the discussions of the first meeting was to “maintain” and present below.  

The secretary of State, Dean Rusk focused on finding the reasons or preferences that made 

Soviet Union to initiate such course of action as to send the MRBM /ICBM to Cuba, in order 

to be able to understand how USA should react on this and what kind of options were 

available, in order to resolve the situation that was probably threatening the national security 

of the United States. 

The secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara paid more attention to the possible military 

actions that should be taken in order to response to the threat, which has been considered by 

him as reality, even without clear evidence of the existence of the Soviet nuclear missiles in 

Cuba. The more photography and films have been expected from air intelligence, U-2 

airplanes, in order to be able get more such clear evidence. 

National Security Advisor, McGeorge Bundy’s position was most likely to be neutral but most 

like closer to the alternative of naval blockade and diplomatic pressure. His advice was also to 

gather more information before any military action like surprise air strike can be taken. 

Furthermore, during this first meeting he provided intelligible information about eventual 

political attitude to the situation in Cuba from Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev, after the Bay 

of Pigs and considered the Soviet Union’s action most likely to be defensive rather than 

offensive. 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Maxwell Taylor has supported the idea to make 

a combination of military actions that included air strike, naval blockade and eventual 

invasion by reinforcing the military presence in Guantanamo and mobilization in Florida. 

Such positon made him closer to the supporters of military actions, which are mostly the 

members of so called Pentagon team.  

Vice President, Lyndon B. Johnson expressed his support the idea to prevent coming military 

equipment to the Cuba by stopping more ships, airplanes and submarines, but without giving 

précised suggestion what actually should be done in order to that. At the same he also doubted 

thatif any positive diplomatic dialogue with the Organization of American States, with regard 

to the situation in Cuba, which could make possible to legitimize the American actions, 

whether it is military or diplomatic. Such position makes him closer to the supporters of the 
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military actions, but not surely because of his unclear expression about what type of military 

actions must be taken.  

Deputy Undersecretary of State, Alexis Johnson wasn’t convinced that surprise air strike will 

be the most optimal alternative, without creating a negative reaction both on national and 

international level. It is in agreement with Johnson expression that such action will be 

understood as preinvasion strike, which will lead to some serious diplomatic consequences. 

Even more, he also his uncertainty if action will not come from Soviet side, during the when 

general air strike program will take place. Such position should be considered as neutral, with 

condition that the further intelligence will provide more information to the next meeting. 

The position of US president John F. Kennedy was to initiate more detailed discussions of the 

options, which should be clarified before the installation of the nuclear missiles, has been 

accomplished. However, as discussions of the meeting show his main line of the political 

decision was to take out the nuclear missiles from Cuba and prevent more delivery of these 

missiles by Soviet Union that will threat the United States in Western Hemisphere in the 

future. 

 

5.2. Day 1, October the 16
th

 1962, meeting II, 6:30 – 8:00 p.m.  

5.2.1. Participants  

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, President of the United States 

Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defense 

General Maxwell Taylor, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Dean Rusk, Secretary of State 

C. Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury 

Lindon Johnson, Vice President 

U.U. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Undersecretary 

Sidney Graybeal, Analyst of the Missile photos 

McGeorge Bundy, National Security Advisor 
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Arthur Lundahl, Director of the National Photographic Interpretation Center 

Robert Fitzgerald Kennedy, Attorney General 

Marshall Sylvester Carter, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 

This meeting was supposed to bring more information about the situation with Soviet 

deployment of the nuclear missiles in Cuba, if it is real and if it is more missiles than were 

discovered previously. More U-2 photos were analyzed before the meeting starts and 

discussion opens with introduction by Marshal Sylvester Carter about these additional photos. 

Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, Marshal Sylvester Carter declared that there wasn’t 

any new information about more or other possible missiles that were placed in Cuba. 

However, he also said the additional film/photos gave better readout on what they had 

initially. The pictures show clear site of the missiles that have already placed in Cuba. 

Marshal Carter said there are four launchers at the each of the three sites, which means there 

are 16 or possibly 24 missiles that can exist there
83

. Marshal Carter has also added that these 

missiles have a refire rate of from four to six hours, for each launcher. But they also are 

vulnerable to ordinary rifle fire, which means higher possibility to eliminate them. According 

to him, these are field – type launchers, since they have mobile support, erection and check 

out equipment. Finally, Marshall Carter estimates that these missiles can fully operational 

within two weeks. However, he also mentioned that some these missiles can be operational 

much sooner as well. 
84

 Relying upon the judgment of the analysts of the Central Intelligence, 

and of the GMAIC (Guided Missile and Astronautics Committee), Marshal Carter has 

confirmed that the signatures of the missiles that were placed in Cuba identical to the missiles 

that they have clearly earmarked in the Soviet Union and therefore can be fully verified.
85

   

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk expressed the possibility to send direct message both to Castro 

and Khrushchev with some certainty that Castro will eventually break with Moscow, since 

that is his position that threatened by having these missiles in Cuba. According to him such 

action could be done before to put on actual air strike.
86

 However, Secretary Rusk also 

mentioned the disadvantage of doing it, which is the effect of surprise attack will be lost and it 
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gives Castro possibility to  bring up mobile antiaircraft weapons around these missiles 

themselves, and that means higher level of difficulty strike these missiles.
87

  

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk has also mentioned other two problems if the United States will 

strike these missiles. The first one is maximum Communist reaction in Latin America. It will 

be at least six governments that U.S. will need to deal with, if such situation appears, namely, 

Venezuela, Guatemala, Bolivia, Chile and possibly even Mexico. The actions from countries 

were observed by Rusk as uncertain and therefore to discuss, when it comes a diplomatic 

dialogue regarding to the situation in Cuba and mutual solution of the crisis.
88

 The second 

problem is the NATO, the maintenance of the communication with the allies considered by 

Rusk as necessary part in case if the air strike will take place and the reaction from Soviet can 

be visualized by taking action somewhere else, most like in Berlin. Therefore, this problem 

must be resolved before anything happens and the United States won’t find itself isolated.
89

  

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Maxwell Taylor suggest making pre - invasion 

actions like cleaning out the MIGS and the accompanying aircraft, before any land attack 

including parachutes will take place.
90

 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara outlined three courses of actions, which the first one 

he called political course, in which they follow some possibilities that Secretary Rusk 

mentioned about approaching Castro, approaching Khrushchev and discussing with allies. 

The second course of action, in case of failed attempt to maintain diplomatic dialogue with 

Havana and Moscow, he stresses the combination of military and political course of actions, 

which will involve declaration of open surveillance. At the same time with this declaration, a 

immediate blockade will be imposed against offensive entering Cuba in the future. After this, 

depending how much and what kind of reaction will be taken Soviets and Cuba, the following 

reaction will follow as well, most likely the air strike and invasion of Cuba.
91

  

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk encountered such combination of actions as dangerous that will 

involve a heavy political involvement, which will affect all sorts of policies, positions as well 
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as the strategic situation. He considers the maintenance of better political environment to be a 

highest priority before any military action can be taken.
92

 

President of the United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy also expressed his worry about 

increasing number and types of the target that must be eliminated in Cuba, which, as he says, 

will lead to the dangers of the worldwide effects, which are substantial to the United States, 

and therefore only limited airstrike can be offered.
93

 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara suggested to President Kennedy to create some sort 

of list with different alternatives and possible consequences and find which State and Defense 

can agree on.
94

 

 

5.2.1.1.Analysis of the Meeting II, 6.30 – 8:00 p.m.   

By summering the discussions of the second meeting, it will reasonable to say that the 

additional information, which was added to the meeting made the participants of this meeting 

more decisive in their choice of course of actions that each was attempting to promote and 

defend gainst other suggestions that were coming from the member of other groups.   

Secretary of Defense, Dean Rusk suggested establishing more open dialogue both with 

Moscow and Havana, but assuming that such action will uncover their information about the 

Soviet deployment of nuclear missiles in Cuba and will make them to take actions in order to 

defend these missiles. Dean Rusk wasn’t against military actions generally, but it was under 

his consideration that any such action can be taken only after if the political environment will 

allow doing this with less serious consequences. 

Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara was sure about to conduct a combined course of 

actions, including both political and military actions, with preliminary judgment that the 

political one will fail and large air strike with invasion have to be taken place under any 

circumstances. Robert McNamara received more confidence after when Marshal Carter has 

announced about exactly amount of the missiles in Cuba and time when they will become 

operational, namely, within two weeks. According to McNamara, such situation could not 

offer more time and space for different actions, since the south coast, Florida appears to be 
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more vulnerable for bomb and nuclear attack. Which creates higher risk for thermonuclear in 

that region? 

President of the United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy was becoming less sure about 

conduct any air strike, since it jeopardize the U.S. position on the international field and after 

initiation of Air Strike the possibility worldwide effects seems to be more real than it was 

during the discussions of the first meeting. 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Maxwell Taylor has also insisted to remove 

nuclear missiles under any circumstances; even it will require a direct military action like air 

strike and invasion of the island of Cuba. According to his opinion, even several Soviet 

missiles will create reinforcement to the strike capability of the Soviet Union.  

National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy considered a “small” air strike is negotiable after 

the maintenance of the political advantage was done once. This statement is in complete 

agreement with Rusk’s points, which were discussed above.  

The result of analysis show that any conclusion of any military action was ending to the point 

of naval blockade but never further than this. Such situation will remain the same, when the 

actual naval blockade will take place and any military confrontation will be avoided during 

the entire crisis. 

 

6. Conclusions of the day 1, October the 16
th

 1962 

6.1. Conclusions 

The purpose of this essay was to understand the political decision making outcome of the first 

day of the Cuban Missile in October the 16
th

 1962. The idea of this essay was to discuss the 

theoretical aspects, which belong to Social Psychology of the Inter-Intragroup Conflict in 

Governmental in order to create better understanding and explanation of this process in the 

case of the Cuban Crisis. 

The first conclusion will be based on the basic understanding that has been discussed earlier 

by Eric Stern, namely, the conceptions about the roles and relation between governmental 

departments/ agencies like State Department and Pentagon and position of the head of states 

that covers dynamic of this relation (see chapter 3). The result of analysis that is presented in 

the table below show if these conceptions could be confirmed can be confirmed or not. The 
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table presents the discussed alternative goals and course of actions by EXCOMM during the 

first meetings in October the 16
th

 1962: 

 

Table 2. Day 1, October 16 1962, Meeting I and Meeting II 

State 

Department/other 

advisors 

Alternative 

goals/options 

Pentagon/ other 

military advisors 

 

Alternative 

goals/ options 

Head of state 

–John 

Fitzgerald 

Kennedy  

Secretary of State, 

Dean Rusk 

Goal 1: remove 

the nuclear 

missiles in Cuba. 

Option 1: sudden 

strike without 

military 

invasion. Course 

of actions 2: 
Military 

invasion; 

Coordination 

with 42 allies in 

case of general 

war (World War 

III). Course of 

actions 3: 
Diplomatic 

solution; 

contacts with 

Nikita 

Khrushchev via 

ambassador 

Gromyko. Goal 

2: the missiles 

remain? Course 

of actions 1: 
Diplomatic 

dialogue with 

Nikita 

Khrushchev.  

Secretary of 

Defense, Robert 

McNamara 

Goal 1: remove 

the nuclear 

missiles in 

Cuba and 

prevent to 

happen that 

again. Course 

of actions 1: 

Air strike 

against 

missiles, 

airfields they 

are operational; 

unclear sites 

and military 

invasion; 

Mobilization 

Goal 1: 

remove the 

missiles in 

Cuba. 

Course of 

actions 1: air 

strike against 

missiles, 

airfields, 

nuclear site; 

naval 

blockade; 

Diplomatic 

solution ( 

negotiations 

of the mutual 

remove the 

nuclear 

missiles in 

Cuba and in 

Turkey)  

National Security 

Advisor, McGeorge 

Bundy 

Goal 1: unclear. 

Course of 

actions 1: 
establish a 

proper 

diplomatic 

dialogue with 

Nikita 

Khrushchev  

U.S. army 

Chairman of the 

joint Chiefs of 

Staff, General 

Maxwell D. 

Taylor 

Goal 1: remove 

the missiles. 

Course of 

actions 1: Air 

strike against 

missiles, 

airfields, 

nuclear sites; 

Naval 
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blockade; 

reinforce 

American 

troops in 

Guantanamo; 

mobilizing 

Vice President, 

Lyndon B. Johnson 

Goal 1: remove 

the missiles. 

Course of 

actions 1: 

enforce the 

diplomatic 

pressure on Cuba 

and Soviet Union 

by maintaining 

the coordinate 

with 42 allies 

   

Attorney General, 

Robert F. Kennedy 

Goal 1: remove 

the missiles in 

Cuba; Course of 

actions 1: 
reinforce the 

national and 

international 

support before 

any military 

action will be 

taken 

   

 

Figure. 3. The result of analysis of inter – and intragroup conflict within EXCOMM 
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The relation between advisors from State Department and Pentagon has been observed as 

having some certain confrontation in matter of the alternative goals and options that are 

necessary in order to be able to resolve this crisis. The variation of suggested options has 

divided into opinions where the State department and Pentagon were considering themselves 

as two opposing fronts against each other. The course of actions that were suggested by the 

advisors from State Department was one way to make military command to support the 

enforcement of the diplomatic solution, and which wasn’t accepted by military advisors who 

seek a broader engagement of the military forces. For instance, conducting the air strikes and 

in combination with military land invasion against Cuba was the desired goal for the military 

command, according to the discussions during the meetings by EXCOMM.  

The head of state, President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, tried to clarify which main course of 

actions were available, in order to achieve the goal he already choose in the beginning, which 

is the removal of the nuclear missiles in Cuba. The basic of understanding of the group 

conflict within concept of the governmental politics that has been discussed earlier by Eric 

Stern can be notified by looking at the relationship between members of the EXCOMM. The 

main members of the EXCOMM presented two different departments/agencies that were 

having their own roles and goals and one leader in the middle of this struggle, trying to 

consolidate the effectiveness of such confrontation in order to get best available decision to 

handle the situation with Cuba.  

The further discussion of inter- and intragroup conflict by Kaarbo and Gruenfeld, can also be 

used for explanation by looking at the relation between advisors from State Department and 

Pentagon (Military Command). The first psychological mechanism, which is social 

categorization, explains the fact of social differentiation between these groups as people who 

belong to the different departments/agencies.  

According to the case of these meetings, such relation has been understood by advisors of the 

EXCOMM by finding themselves in relation as “us” and “them”, which has been created the 

spirit of (in) direct rivalry already during the first meeting, where two potential groups of 

advisors as State Department and Pentagon were trying to promote their policies. The 

qualities of the second psychological mechanism as cognitive categorization hasn’t been 

observed yet, because of the lack of proper information that could identify more clear relation 

within these groups and existence of these groups. Such information could be surely found in 
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conversations of other meetings that took place later during the thirteen days of the Cuba 

Missile Crisis in October 1962. However, the limitation of this essay was the major factor that 

made it impossible to provide broader and detailed study for this case, by including all 

material of the contacts/ conversations from the meeting by EXCOMM during the Cuban 

Missile Crisis, which are available. 

7. Suggestion for the future research  

The major problems of this essay is inability to complete the study by looking at the entire 

case of the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962, which is necessary for understanding of the 

outcomes of the decision making process during the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962.  

It is strongly recommended to expand this research project by covering the entire Cuban 

Missile Crisis in October 1962 and including all parties that is The United States of America, 

USSR (The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and the Republic of Cuba. The analysis 

should include the meetings by governments by all these three parties, which will be hard to 

do, since some documents that could illuminate the decision making process by the 

governments of the Soviet Union and Cuba still remain classified.  

It will be also interesting and relevant to see if there was any negative and positive aspects of 

this interaction or relation between these groups could be observed as well. For instance,  The 

positive effect would be observed as the variation of different course of actions that were 

suggested by the advisors both from State Department and Pentagon to John F. Kennedy, 

which created “good” environment and pre-conditions for problem solving and decisions 

making process. Nevertheless, the negative effect is that such variation of course of actions 

could be a misleading for the American political leadership and provide different outcomes of 

this process. Therefore, it would be significant to know if different outcomes could lead to 

more dramatic consequences like open military escalation between American and 

Russian/Cuban soldiers in Cuba and eventually nuclear exchange between the United States 

and Soviet Union.  

The result of this analysis show that Social Psychology of intra – and intergroup conflicts 

within Bureaucratic politics has its potential that can be used in an analysis of foreign 

policymaking and problem –solving by including even other cases during The Cold War and 

after. 
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8. Appendix A, B, C 

8.1.Appendix A 

(One of the first images of the missiles under construction shown to president Kennedy on the 

October 1962)
95
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8.2.Appendix B 

Members of the EXCOMM 

U.S President: John Fitzgerald Kennedy 

Under Secretary of State: George Ball 

National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy 

Secretory of the Treasury: C. Douglas Dilon 

Deputy Secretary of Defense: Roswell Gilpatric 

Deputy Undersecretary of State: U. U. Alexis Johnson 

Vice President: Lindon Johnson 

Assistant of secretary of State: Edwin “Ed” MARTIN 

CIA Director: John McCone 

Secretary of Defense: Robert Mcnamara 

Assistant Secretary of Defense: Paul Nitze 

Secretary of State: Dean Rusk 

Special Counsel Theodore Sorensen 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: General Maxwell Taylor 

Deputy Director of Central intelligence: Marshal Sylvester Carter 

Analyst of the Missile photos, Sidney Graybeal 

Director of the National Photographic Interpretation Center: Arthur Lundahl 

Attorney General: Robert Fitzgerald Kennedy 

(Harvard Kennedy School, Belfer Center for Science and international affairs, Cuban Missile 

Crisis)
96
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8.3.Appendix C 

97
 

(Map of the Western Hemisphere and range of the missiles under construction in Cuba. This 

map has been used on the secret meetings during the Cuban Crisis)
98
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